
THE BATMAN EXPERIENCE



LONG LIVE THE BAT: The batman experience 
is an immersive pop-up experience for families, 

teens and adults, fueled by imagination and 

nostalgia, getting you up close and personal 

with your favorite superhero and his universe.

Join 80 Years of Batman’s Story with thirteen 

independent photo experiences that transport 

you into the most iconic caped crusader 

moments, stripped directly from comics, games, 

movies, television and more.

the details:

When: September 5 – January 5

open: 80 days, Thursday – sunday, 10am – 10 pm

where: New york city 

cost per ticket: $35



exterior: As you walk up to the Batman Experience, you’re

greeted with a storefront of Batman’s 80th Anniversary imagery, 

shareable photo experiences, and a visual illusion on the ground 

of Batman vs. Killer Croc under the streets of New York to 

increase buzz and drive curiosity and ticket sales. 



check in: While waiting to Check In for your Batman Experience time slot, enjoy watching 

various Batman series and film clips via the monitors on the wall. If you arrive early, walk through 

the merchandise store and start your adventure early by jumping inside a life-size action figure 

box with Batman or Batgirl. 



Museum-like flow 

wilL allow guests 

to explore the 

galleries at their 

own pace.



bat tunnel: Post Check-in, walk through a vortex of bats spinning around you in the Bat Tunnel 

to transport you back in time to begin your journey through the timeline of iconic batman moments. 



timeline hallway: Choose your own path through the Timeline Hallway from the genesis of 

Batman through the latest iteration. While you’re contemplating your journey, don’t forget to take 

photos with 80 years of Batman artifacts, and the Batman Signal Art Installation, made from 80 

different styles of Batman action figures and memorabilia.



first appearance: Swing through the skyline and into 

the moment it all began - the 1939 Detective Comics #27 cover.



the batcave: Enter into the Batcave through the waterfall (fog wall) to test Batman gadgets and 

gear up for a fight. Sit at the control panel to toggle between CCTV footage from other rooms within the 

Batman Experience or watch different clips from Batcaves through the ages.

Step up to the weapons case 

to choose your weapon for 

your Batcave photo opp: 

- Batarang 

- Grappling Gun 

- Bat Shark Repellent 

- Utility Belt and Taser 

- and More. 



climbing illusion: Surrounded by visuals of the 1960s 

batman TV Series, safely scale the walls of Gotham, utilizing 

mirrors to create an optical illusion of “climbing” fun.



GOTHAM: See Gotham City from new heights on the top of the 

original batman film adaptation of Gotham Cathedral. Crouch next 

to the Gargoyles to survey potential danger with a starry night in 

the background. 



VILLains: Immerse yourself in the iconic scenes along with the villains of the batman: the Animated 

Series by getting stuck in Poison Ivy’s vines, trapped in Mr. Freeze’s snow globe, popping out of a  

jack-in-the-box with Harley Quinn and Joker at the toy factory, or playing cards with Penguin. 



batmobile: Surrounded by backlit projected walls of Gotham’s streets speeding by, hop into the 

dark knight trilogy’s tumbler for the most epic 4D video moment ever, including wind in the face, sound 

effects, and more.



ARkham asylum: Can you figure out the puzzling plot in batman: Arkham asylum game’s Riddler 

Room? Step onto the “?” in the middle of the floor to change the physical environment to help solve 

clues. Interactions would include: 

- every other letter is written on the wall. Step on A button and remaining letters appear 

- hear Riddler give the room a puzzle to solve 

- Step on 2 buttons at once - or in a pattern - and Black lights turn on and reveal hidden riddles.



lego batman: Let your imagination soar in the LEGO batman movie Batcave. Take a photo with a giant 

Lego Batman and then make your own LEGO creation and watch it fly along the the pulley system around 

the room. Want to see your custom creation become larger-than-life? Step inside the green screen 

booth to take a photo with your now life-size creation!



graphics spill from pedestals 

to floor featuring a hashtag, 

quote, or product name.

pedestals with storage display hard goods.

slat walls provide display flexibility.

batman merchandise gift shop: While shopping for your Batman gear and memorabilia

in the BatMan gift shop, step inside a Batman action figure box for a BatmAN mania photo moment.
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